
ERINDI
Ask the earth to show you her secrets 



One of the most amazing
conservation areas on earth



There is a place in the world where the stars 
are still the only bright lights in the sky, 

where game roam the open plains 
as if frozen in time...



DREAM STATE
Surrender to reality.



FIRST LIGHT ADVENTURE
Chase the early morning sun.



NATURE PAINTS HER OWN
No two are the same; the African wild dog is a scarce and unique sighting.



SILENT FOOTSTEPS
Creeping in the shadows you may catch a glimpse of the elusive leopard.



CATWALK
 The elegant grace and beauty you feel as you walk with the endangered African cheetah.



FREE TO ROAM 
This is their land, we are but visitors.



LAND OF KINGS
Their majestic presence is felt everywhere.



BAND OF BROTHERS
They hunt and roam in pairs; protective and alert.



FOREST FAMILY
A breeding herd led by a wise matriarch is unbreakable.



SPRING PASTURES
Light rain trickles down onto dense bush. 



NEW LIFE
Foals and their mothers gallop into the soft morning light.



SAFE HAVEN
Light filters through the dust on this protected land.



FULL FRAME
An elephant bull living larger than life.



THE SEARCH
Miles of endless bush may emit a signal of something moving within.



EXPLORE
Dusty paths lead to the great unknown.



THE CHASE
A fine line between life and death.



REFLECTIONS
When day turns to dusk and the last visit to the waterhole is needed before nightfall.



GOLDEN HOUR
Crimson horizons mark the end of magical days.



WAXING MOON
She reflects the natural cycles of the earth, bright and fertile when full.



FRAGILE
Eco-systems are precious so treasure these moments. 



MILKY PLAY
Galaxies above show us that we are but a speck of dust.



CLOSE ENCOUNTERS 
A call like no other; bone chilling and ground moving. 



OLD TRADERS LODGE
Dappled sunlight pours into the Livingstone suite.



MY PARADISE
Nature, an endless journey of understanding.



ANCIENT LAND
Bringing us back to the roots of humankind. 



SPIRITUAL REALM
Look into the past to see the future.



LIFE IN BALANCE
It takes one step in the right direction to find yourself again. 



CAMP ELEPHANT
A network of hidden pathways leads to busy waterholes and serene viewpoints.



SEASON OF RAIN
Floodwaters burst the banks of Lake Hippo spreading it far and wide.



PHANTOM RIDGE
Hidden treasures reside beneath these rocky outcrops. 



DREAMS TAKE FLIGHT
Where scavengers soar from the tree tops across the burning sky. 



These pages are a tribute to one man’s vision.

Gert Leopold Joubert



www.erindi.com/sale

Ask the earth to show you her secrets 

Erindi, an award-winning conservation area, represents the greatest collection of African 

Wildlife held in private hands today. This remarkable wonderland spans 160,000 acres of 

pristine wilderness, characterized by golden savannah plains, dense bush with mountains, 

natural waterholes, grasslands and pans. 

This balanced and self sustaining habitat provides an ecosystem in which some of the world’s 

most endangered species thrive. We take a look through the lens into one of the most 

magnificent and dramatic wildlife habitats on earth.


